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Guiding grapes to harvest is a bit like steering a ship on a 
long journey and, one hopes, into a safe harbor at last. 
There are threats to avoid (hungry birds, deer, mildew, 
sunburned fruit), hazards to navigate (market conditions, 
labor shortages, logistical challenges), challenges from 
the weather gods (prolonged droughts, sudden freezes, 
heatwaves). It’s enough to make a grower feel like 
Odysseus. This year, we dodged a freeze that devastated 
many of our neighbors’ vineyards. Our Zinfandel was still 
dormant, so we were spared. We were considered lucky 
to have a moderate crop develop normally.  

Ripening began slowly this summer, then 
accelerated in August. Growers went on 
high alert, preparing to harvest white 
varietals by mid-month. Others (us 
included) began the annual ritual of 
swapping equipment with our neighbors, 
moving trailers, washing bins, pumping up 
tires, checking our tractors and trucks, 
finding the proper ball hitches, and buying 
snacks and beverages for the workers. 
Those are the easy tasks to check off. As 
harvest day approaches, anxiety increases, 

and a more delicate and stressful juggling act begins.  

There’s a need to hire a picking crew, reserve rental trucks, finalize 
delivery arrangements with receiving wineries. But none of this can 
be done until we 
know when we will 
pick. And this is 
something the 
grapes decide, not 
us. We monitor the 
crop closely, 

checking Brix (sugar content) and flavor 
frequently. We send samples to the lab for 
more detailed analysis. We extrapolate trends 
and make our best guess about the optimum 
picking date, often just a few days in advance of harvest. That’s Plan A. Then the scramble begins 
to nail down rental equipment, identify pickers and leafers, make final arrangements with buyers.  

 

 

 

 



While juggling all these factors we often go through Plans B, C and D. Then we learn about a 
predicted prolonged Heat Dome. Some parties panic. How can grapes that boil in their skins 
possibly make good wine? We need to pick sooner, we need to pick tomorrow or the next day, beat 
the heat (Plans E, F, G)! But that’s impossible. There is no way to find pickers and make all the 
necessary arrangements in 24 hours in harvest season. More importantly, the grapes are not ready! 
The Brix is only 22.5 (we want 24), the seeds still green, the flavors not fully developed. No can do. 
We stick to our guns and reconfirm our best-guess harvest date of September 3, the Saturday of 
Labor Day weekend. (Plan H looks a lot like Plan A). 

But it’s going to be HOT on our projected harvest day—the one day we have a crew and equipment 
in place for, the day we think the fruit will be right. Plan I is to begin picking earlier, if possible, to 
beat the heat. Plan J is we could rent stadium lights or purchase head lamps to pick at night. But 
our pickers say no, we start at 6 am. So, Plan K, let’s have more pickers to ensure we can finish 
harvesting before the temperatures reach triple digits. But there is pushback, because each picker 
wants to be able to pick a minimum amount to make their effort worthwhile. Thus, Plan L: we 
agree to start at 6 am and pay each picker the one-ton rate, even if each one picks less than a ton. 
OK, extra pickers! But then at 7 pm on the eve of the harvest (11 hours and counting), we receive 
the news that four of our pickers have been called in to work at their regular jobs the next day. 
Labor is short everywhere; their bosses pressed. We need you; come to work or lose your job.  

We reel through Plans M, N, O and P as Jaime makes calls for 3 hours and finally identifies four 
replacement workers. Whew! Mara is up at 4:00 a.m., reviewing the game plan; assigning leafers, 
drivers, forklift operators; icing beverages, laying out fruit and muffins, filling water jugs, checking 
clippers and gloves, moving trucks and trailers into place. By 6:00 a.m., the pickers and leafers have 
arrived. We begin. And…everything works like CLOCKWORK. Moreover, it is a lot of FUN!  

 

 

  



This year’s driving and leafing crew included four seasoned veterans and four newbies—all smart 
professionals who were eager to get their hands on some grapes). The old guard mentored, but 
the new trainees quickly rose from amateur to expert status, dodging incoming bins of fruit and 
doggedly removing MOG (Material Other Than Grapes—which is mostly leaves but can also 
include bugs, twigs, bits of mylar, etc.).  

Deborah delivered 1.5 tons of Zinfandel to San Francisco, where Tom Leaf will work his magic to 
create wine for our vintage 2022 Damas label. We expect it to be great wine. Tom’s remarks upon 

receipt: 

“Congrats on your harvest! 
I'm very happy with what you 
delivered to me. It will easily 
make three barrels. Initial 
brix 23.7 and should soak up 
nicely to 25ish. Perfect acids. 
So, no adjustments are 
expected. For once, a wine I 
don’t have to do anything to! 
Just add yeast and let ‘er 
rip!”  
The remaining 4+ tons went 

to our Napa buyer, who reported similar enthusiasm (and subsequent excellent lab numbers): 
“The fruit is beautiful. Thank you!” 
You can see more 2022 harvest photos here: https://damasvineyards.com/our-farm/2022-harvest/ 
We rested and laid low after harvest, staying mostly indoors or in the pool until the Heat Dome 

was over. Then, it was on to ripping out the 
summer garden and preparing raised beds 
for winter crops. We’ve been irrigating the 
vineyard and making plans for fertigation, 
cover cropping, and compost spreading in 
the weeks and months to come. 
Meanwhile, we are keeping an eye on the 
olive orchard.  

So far, the olives are plumping up nicely. 
The recent glorious inch of rain helps 
everything. The olives are just barely 
beginning to show a bit of color, looking are 
on target for an early November milling.  

We still have about ten gallons of olive oil available, so let us know if your fusti needs refilling or 
you need any more 500 ml bottles for gifts or home use. Still lots of slow-brined Kalamata olives 
available, as well.  

Note: We plan to be in San Francisco the last week of September (and October) for Bay Area 
deliveries. 

 

 


